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Multimedia environmental fate models are commonly-applied tools for assessing the fate and distribution of contaminants in the environment. Owing to the large number of chemicals in use and the paucity of monitoring data, such models are often adopted as part of decision-support systems for chemical risk assessment. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance of three multimedia environmental fate models (spatially- and non-spatially-explicit) at a European scale. The assessment was conducted for four polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and hexachlorobenzene (HCB) and compared predicted and median observed concentrations using monitoring data collected for air, water, sediments and soils. Model performance in the air compartment was reasonable for all models included in the evaluation exercise as predicted concentrations were typically within a factor of 3 of the median observed concentrations. Furthermore, there was good correspondence between predictions and observations in regions that had elevated median observed concentrations for both spatially-explicit models. On the other hand, all three models consistently underestimated median observed concentrations in sediment and soil by 1–3 orders of magnitude. Although regions with elevated median observed concentrations in these environmental media were broadly identified by the spatially-explicit models, the magnitude of the discrepancy between predicted and median observed concentrations is of concern in the context of chemical risk assessment. These results were discussed in terms of factors influencing model performance such as the steady-state assumption, inaccuracies in emission estimates and the representativeness of monitoring data.

Introduction

Multimedia environmental fate models are commonly applied to predict the fate of chemicals in the environment for both evaluative (e.g. ranking exercises, model or process description comparisons) and realistic purposes (e.g. comparison to monitoring data). These fate models are capable of representing a variety of scales (i.e. local, regional, continental, global) and incorporate different model structures, process descriptions and levels of complexity depending on the situation, availability of required input data and needs of the end users.

Owing to the large number of chemicals in use and the paucity of monitoring data, environmental fate models are often adopted as part of decision-support systems for chemical risk assessment. For example, the European Union System for the Evaluation of Substances (EUSES) was developed to address the need to determine the risk posed to human health and the environment of notified current-use and new substances.¹² This system relies on a regional distribution model based on the SimpleBox platform³,⁴ to generate predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) in environmental compartments (e.g. air, water, sediment, soil) that can then serve as input to a human exposure model. Other examples of similar models include CalTOX⁵ and HAZCHEM.⁶ Although such models allow the rapid and relatively inexpensive assessment of chemical fate in the environment, it is imperative that the model output reflects measured concentrations in the environment and that systematic biases are not present.

In the context of chemical risk assessment conducted at large spatial scales, the potential variability in environmental (i.e. landscape) properties and its influence on model output and reliability is an emerging issue of interest. In a recent evaluation of the EUSES platform using a representative set of compounds, uncertainty in environmental parameters typically contributed more to overall output uncertainty than uncertainty in substance parameters,⁷,⁸ given the set of input
parameters considered. In another model exercise using a spatially-resolved multimedia model of the Great Lakes, Luo and Yang\textsuperscript{8} reported that substance parameter uncertainty contributed more to overall output uncertainty than uncertainty in environmental parameters for benzo[a]pyrene whereas the opposite was found for hexachlorobenzene. These studies and others (e.g. Webster et al.\textsuperscript{10}) indicate the need to incorporate variability in environmental properties as well as substance properties to improve the quality and reliability of model output, especially for models that represent large geographical regions. This recognition is one factor that has encouraged the development of spatially-explicit models including several at a European scale. Such efforts have been facilitated by the increased availability of spatially-resolved databases for emission estimates along with landscape and climatic parameters. Using this information, these models have the potential to represent some of the spatial (and temporal) variability of the environment of the geographical area under consideration.

Model evaluations of spatially-explicit models have tended to focus on comparisons to non-spatial versions of the same model domain (e.g. Klepper and den Hollander\textsuperscript{11} and Pennington et al.\textsuperscript{12}) or model intercomparisons between different model platforms using a variety of criteria including overall persistence, long-range transport potential, and chemical ranking as well as individual process-based rate comparisons.\textsuperscript{13–20} While these studies often demonstrate the convergence of model outputs, confidence in the use of these models in a risk assessment context can only be achieved by comparing model-predicted environmental concentrations against actual monitoring data. Unfortunately, comparisons between predicted and measured concentrations have generally been hindered by the lack of spatially-resolved emission estimates and the lack of representative multimedia monitoring data covering the geographical area of interest. Although there are some examples of empirical model evaluation at large scales for both spatially- and non-spatially-explicit models,\textsuperscript{8,9,21,22} there is a lack of this type of research for models at a continental European scale. The few examples in the literature often focus only on the air compartment rather than extending the analysis to other environmental media (e.g. Prevedouros et al.\textsuperscript{23,24}).

The goal of this article was to investigate this issue further by more comprehensively evaluating the performance of three multimedia environmental fate models (spatially- and non-spatially-explicit) at a European scale using monitoring data collected for air, water, sediments and soils across Europe. The findings were then discussed in the context of chemical risk assessment.

**Methods**

**Selected models**

SimpleBox 3.0,\textsuperscript{4} EVn-BETR\textsuperscript{23,24} and IMPACT 2002\textsuperscript{25} were selected for this model evaluation exercise because of their availability to the public, ease of use and documented applications in peer-reviewed scientific literature (i.e. transparency). The capability to screen large numbers of chemicals in a relatively short period of time is also an important consideration in the context of chemical risk assessment. All three models can accommodate this practical demand by conducting simulations under the assumption of steady-state conditions, which greatly reduces computation time and input data requirements. SimpleBox 3.0 is a nested multimedia fate model that includes a local, regional and continental scale as well as a global scale which represents the northern hemisphere as an arctic, moderate and tropic zone. For this model exercise, the continental-scale component was used as a non-spatially-explicit representation of Europe. The other two models represent Europe with different resolutions and geographical coverage. EVn-BETR includes the majority of continental Europe and Scandinavia and divides the model domain based on a $5 \times 5^\circ$ grid. The model then generates predicted concentrations in all environmental compartments (e.g. air, freshwater, sediment, soil) in each zone. IMPACT 2002 explicitly includes areas in Western Europe only and divides the model domain into 135 irregular watershed areas (land zones) and 156 separate air zones based on a $2 \times 2.5^\circ$ grid. No attempt was made to ‘normalize’ the models to one another in terms of model structure, parameterization and algorithms as the purpose of the exercise was to compare each model directly with monitoring data rather than against one another. For further details on model structures and parameterization, the reader is referred to the cited references.

**Selected chemicals**

The model evaluation exercise was conducted for the following chemicals: benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF), benzo[a]pyrene (BkF), indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene (IP) and hexachlorobenzene (HCB). These chemicals were selected primarily due to the availability and geographical coverage of monitoring data in air, freshwater, sediment and soil, the availability of spatially-resolved emission estimates and their toxicological relevance. Key physico-chemical properties for these chemicals are shown in Table 1. These parameter values were based on the SRC Interactive PhysProp Database,\textsuperscript{26} Mackay,\textsuperscript{27} Cousins and Mackay\textsuperscript{28} and Gusev et al.\textsuperscript{29}

**Emission estimates**

Atmospheric emission estimates for PAHs and HCBs were based on official data submitted to the UN ECE secretariat and available expert estimates\textsuperscript{30–33} made available through the EMEP program (http://www.emep.int). More detailed information on the derivation of these emission estimates can be found in MSC-E/CC reports 7/2002 and 3/2003.\textsuperscript{34,35} Emission totals for PAHs were based on 2003 estimates while emission totals for HCB were based on estimates from 1995. The emission estimates, originally projected on a $50 \times 50$ km grid, were aggregated to match the spatial resolution and grid structure for each model using GIS software. This manipulation essentially represents a spatial-averaging of the emissions on an area basis (\textit{i.e.} per km$^2$) for each model zone. Emissions \textit{via} alternative modes of entry (\textit{e.g.} direct or indirect discharge to waterways) have not been included. However, since PAHs are released in industrialized countries mainly as a consequence of combustion and other thermal processes,\textsuperscript{36} the dominance of an atmospheric mode of entry is justifiable.
Emission estimates compiled by the European Pollutant Emission Register (http://eper.ec.europa.eu/eper) for 2001 also support this assumption for these chemicals (e.g. emissions to air account for ca. 85% of total emissions for the ΣPAHs). Aggregated emission totals (metric tonnes yr⁻¹) for each chemical are shown in Table 1.

### Monitoring data

Monitoring data for PAHs and HCB were extracted from a European-wide monitoring database compiled by Armitage and Cousins. Monitoring data for PAHs and HCBs in the air compartment were taken from EMEP monitoring sites (http://www.emep.int), which were established as representative background locations across Europe. Measurements from 1994–2003 (time span varies by location) were included in the monitoring data. Freshwater and sediment measurements were based exclusively on the Combined Monitoring-based and Modelling-based Priority Setting database (COMMPS; http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/environment/water/water-framework/preparation_priority_list.htm) which included samples collected predominantly in 1995–1996. Compilation of this database included a screening process to remove sampling locations that were obviously biased due to proximity to direct sources. Monitoring data for HCB in soils included all European background locations sampled by Meijer et al. as well as samples collected and analyzed by RECETOX (http://www.recetox.muni.cz) in the Czech Republic (I. Holoubek, personal communication). Measurements of PAHs in soils were taken from several studies available in the literature considered to have sampled at representative background locations as well as the monitoring site in the Czech Republic.

Measured concentrations in air (total, ng m⁻³), freshwater (total, ng L⁻¹), sediment and soil (ng g⁻¹ dry weight) were compiled into spreadsheets specific to each model based on the reported location of the monitoring site and the corresponding grid zone of each model. All monitoring data for PAHs were aggregated because no consistent temporal trends in the available measured air concentrations were apparent over the time span of the observations, as illustrated in the ESI† (Fig. S1) for several EMEP monitoring sites. Monitoring data for HCB were also aggregated although there is evidence that suggests ambient air concentrations in some parts of Europe have declined by a factor of two between 1998 and 2004. Procedures described by Helsel were utilized to compute the minimum, 25th-percentile, median, 75th-percentile and the maximum of the reported values as these methods can handle datasets containing non-detects with multiple detection limits. These techniques are similar to the log-probit approach recommended by Sinha et al. The overall median and range of all observed concentrations along with the total number of observations in air, freshwater, sediment and soil for each chemical are presented in Table 2. These values were used in the model evaluation of SimpleBox 3.0. Summary statistics were also calculated in all EVn-BETR and IMPACT2002 model zones containing monitoring data. Following the guidelines suggested by Helsel, this procedure was only applied if there were more than ten data points in the model zone, at least 20% of which were measurements above the reported detection limits. If these two criteria were not fulfilled, the model zone was not included in the model evaluation exercise for that compartment. Based on these criteria and the monitoring data available, exclusions considering both spatial models occurred predominantly for PAHs in the freshwater compartment (12 of 64 model zones) and HCB in sediment (12 of 130 model zones). After these exclusions, summary statistics of the monitoring data were available for approximately 10–20% of the grid zones of EVn-BETR and 3–30% of the grid zones in IMPACT 2002, depending on the environmental media considered. The range of median observed concentrations calculated across the EVn-BETR and IMPACT2002 model zones containing monitoring data are presented in the ESI† (Table S1).

### Indicator of model performance

To express the performance of each model in a quantitative way, the following measure known as model bias was utilized. The overall model bias (MB) is calculated as:

\[
MB = \frac{\sum_{i} \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{Predicted}(i)}{\text{Observed}(i)} \right)}{n}
\]

where Predicted(i) is the concentration predicted by the model in compartment i, Observed(i) is the median observed concentration in compartment i and n is the number of
Table 2  Median and ranges of reported concentrations in air, freshwater, sediment and soil*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Air</th>
<th>Freshwater</th>
<th>Sediment</th>
<th>Soil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median/ ng m⁻³</td>
<td>Median/ ng L⁻¹</td>
<td>Median/ ng g⁻¹</td>
<td>Median/ ng g⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range/ ng m⁻³(n)</td>
<td>Range/ ng L⁻¹(n)</td>
<td>Range/ ng g⁻¹(n)</td>
<td>Range/ ng g⁻¹(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaP</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(705)</td>
<td>(623)</td>
<td>(1929)</td>
<td>(160)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BbF</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(557)</td>
<td>(618)</td>
<td>(1914)</td>
<td>(133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BkF</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(555)</td>
<td>(613)</td>
<td>(1910)</td>
<td>(130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(633)</td>
<td>(705)</td>
<td>(451)</td>
<td>(138)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCB</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(382)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>(2192)</td>
<td>(178)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The total number of observations (n) is shown beneath the range of reported observations. ND means that the observed value was below the reported detection limit.

comparisons. MB represents the factor by which the predictions tend to under- or over-estimate the observations. For example, a MB of 5 indicates that the predictions tend to overestimate observations by a factor of 5. Conversely, a MB of 0.2 indicates that the predictions tend to underestimate observations by a factor of 5.

Results

Predicted versus median observed concentrations for SimpleBox 3.0 and the EVn-BETR and IMPACT2002 model zones containing monitoring data for PAHs and HCB in air, freshwater, sediments and soils are presented in Fig. 1. The corresponding MBs of the predictions generated by all models in air, freshwater, sediments and soil for each chemical are presented in Table 3. A comparison of the median and range of predicted concentrations in these compartments across the entire model domain and in zones containing monitoring data for EVn-BETR and IMPACT2002 are presented in the ESI (Table S2) along with the predicted concentrations generated by SimpleBox 3.0.

Air compartment

Model performance in the air compartment was reasonable for all models included in the evaluation exercise. Predicted concentrations of PAHs and HCB generated by SimpleBox 3.0 tended to overestimate the median observed values as shown in Fig. 1(a) but were typically within a factor of 3 with the exception of BbF (Table 3). Predicted concentrations generated by EVn-BETR and IMPACT2002 showed better agreement with median observed concentrations and were all within a factor of 3. The predictions generated by IMPACT2002 tended to systematically overestimate median observed concentrations while predictions generated by EVn-BETR showed no systematic bias and were also typically in better agreement with observations. However, this particular finding may simply be a function of how monitoring data were assigned to the model zones, which differed due to the particular spatial resolution and coverage of each model. The median and range of predicted concentrations for all chemicals across the entire model domains and among zones containing monitoring data were similar for both models [ESI (Table S2)], indicating a general convergence of model output in the air compartment. The ability to identify locations with elevated concentrations is an important advantage of adopting spatially-explicit models for chemical risk assessment, particularly given the fact that the range of median observed concentrations calculated for all model zones containing monitoring data varied by up to two orders of magnitude (Table S1).

Freshwater compartment

Predicted concentrations of PAHs generated by SimpleBox 3.0 and IMPACT2002 tended to underestimate median observed concentrations but were typically within a factor of 3 (Table 3). In general, model zones with elevated median observed concentrations were identified by IMPACT2002 [Fig. 1(b)] further demonstrating the advantage of adopting a spatially-resolved model in comparison to a non-spatial model. This result is important given the fact that median observed concentrations varied by up to one order of magnitude among model zones containing monitoring data [ESI (Table S1)]. Model performance of EVn-BETR was less satisfactory. Predicted concentrations typically underestimated median observed concentrations by 1–2 orders of magnitude and the model did not identify zones with elevated median observed concentrations as consistently as IMPACT2002 [Fig. 1(b)]. These results may indicate that significant improvements in model performance can be gained by adopting a watershed approach in dividing the land compartments compared with the traditional grid approach. The parameterization of the freshwater compartment may also be a contributing factor to the performance of each model. For example, while the total surface area of the freshwater compartments in the three models is similar (1.1 × 10¹¹ to 1.3 × 10¹¹ m²), the depth and hence the total volume of the freshwater compartments differ. SimpleBox 3.0 assumes an average depth of 3 m at the continental scale, EVn-BETR a depth of 20 m in all model zones, while the depth of the freshwater compartments in IMPACT2002 varies from 0.01 to 167 m with a weighted average of approximately 18 m across the entire model.
domain. Consequently, the total volume of the EVn-BETR freshwater compartment is nearly an order of magnitude greater than SimpleBox 3.0 and of similar magnitude to IMPACT2002. However, nearly 75% of the IMPACT2002 model zones included in the empirical evaluation were parameterized with freshwater compartment depths of less than 1 m, although model zones with depths of up to 85 m were also included. Thus, the fact that predicted concentrations generated by EVn-BETR for the freshwater compartment tended to be lower than the other models may be partly attributable to the differences in model geometry.

Sediment compartment

Predicted concentrations of PAHs and HCB generated by all three models typically underestimated median observed concentrations by 1–2 orders of magnitude (Table 3). Predicted concentrations generated by SimpleBox 3.0 deviated from median observed concentrations by a factor of approximately 5 for IP, 20–30 for BaP and BkF, and 330 for BbF and HCB. Predicted concentrations generated by EVn-BETR deviated from median observed concentrations by a factor of approximately 10 for IP, 20 for BaP, BkF and HCB and 100 for BbF.

Table 3 Calculated model bias (MB) of predicted concentrations in air, freshwater, sediment and soil compartment for (a) SimpleBox 3.0 (b) EVn-BETR and (c) IMPACT2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Air</th>
<th>Freshwater</th>
<th>Sediment</th>
<th>Soil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) SimpleBox 3.0</td>
<td>BaP</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BbF</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BkF</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HCB</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) EVn-BETR</td>
<td>BaP</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BbF</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BkF</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HCB</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) IMPACT2002</td>
<td>BaP</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BbF</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BkF</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HCB</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.2 × 10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Predicted versus median observed concentrations for all chemicals in (a) air/ ng m⁻³, (b) freshwater/ng L⁻¹, (c) sediments/ng g⁻¹, and (d) soils/ng g⁻¹ for SimpleBox 3.0 (○), EVn-BETR (■) and IMPACT2002 (●). The solid diagonal line represents unity between predicted and median observed values.
Predicted concentrations generated by IMPACT2002 deviated from median observed concentrations by a factor of approximately 40–50 for IP, BaP and BkF, 100 for BbF and 4500 for HCB. In this case, the geometry of the sediment compartment is not a concern as the descriptions of the sediment compartments are quite similar between the models in terms of sediment depth (SimpleBox 3.0, 0.03 m; EVn-BETR and IMPACT2002, 0.05 m). The larger deviation between predicted concentrations generated by IMPACT2002 and median observed concentrations for HCB is more related to the fact that median observed concentrations tended to be higher based on how monitoring data were assigned to grid zones [ESI† (Table S1)] while predicted values tended to be lower than EVn-BETR [ESI† (Table S2)]. It is interesting to note that both spatial models were broadly able to identify model zones with elevated concentrations [Fig. 1(c)] even though the predicted concentrations did not correspond well with observations in absolute terms. This type of information is valuable in a chemical risk assessment context despite the poor model performance in this compartment.

Soil compartment

Predicted concentrations of PAHs and HCB generated by all three models also typically underestimated median observed concentrations (Table 3). In this case, the range of median observed concentrations calculated for grid zones in both models were similar [ESI† (Table S1)] whereas predicted concentrations included in the model evaluation for IMPACT2002 were higher than predicted concentrations included for EVn-BETR with the exception of HCB [ESI† (Table S2)]. As in the sediment compartment, model zones with elevated median observed concentrations were broadly identified by EVn-BETR and IMPACT 2002 in relative terms. Predicted concentrations generated by SimpleBox 3.0 deviated from median observed concentrations by a factor of approximately 40–80 for IP, BaP and BkF, 1000 for BbF and 3000 for HCB. Predicted concentrations generated by EVn-BETR deviated from median observed concentrations by a factor of approximately 50 for IP, 100 for BaP and BkF, 1000 for BbF and 300 for HCB. Predicted concentrations generated by IMPACT2002 deviated from median observed concentrations by a factor of approximately 50–100 for the PAHs and over four orders of magnitude for HCB. The differences in model performance cannot be attributed to model geometry as the depth values of the surface soil layer are nearly identical for all three models (SimpleBox 3.0, 0.09 m; EVn-BETR and IMPACT2002, 0.1 m). However, as the majority of soil samples represent the average concentration in the top 5 cm of soil, a potential bias may be introduced as concentrations in soil are expected to decline exponentially with depth.49–50 While incorporating algorithms to account for this factor is justifiable on theoretical and empirical grounds, it is not expected to account for the magnitude of the discrepancies found in this empirical evaluation particularly because a modified version of SimpleBox 3.0 including such algorithms did not produce average soil concentrations that deviated substantially from the unmodified version in an evaluative exercise.49

Discussion

Model performance in the air compartment was reasonable for all models whereas both the non-spatial and spatially-resolved models consistently underestimated the median observed concentrations of PAHs and HCB in sediments and soil. Predicted concentrations also tended to underestimate median observed concentrations in freshwater although the discrepancy varied by model. These results are problematic in the context of both human and ecological risk assessment because many exposure pathways, with the exception of human occupational exposure, are described using algorithms that ultimately relate concentrations in organisms to ambient concentrations primarily in freshwater (e.g. bioconcentration and bioaccumulation factors), sediment or soil (e.g. biota sediment/soil accumulation factors), rather than air. One important exception in the context of human exposure is the transfer of contaminants from air–grass–cows.51 Model bias in predicted plant concentrations cannot be assessed in this study because the vegetation compartment was not included in the model evaluation exercise. However, assuming equilibrium partitioning between concentrations in the atmosphere and plants may be a reasonable assumption for certain chemical classes51 which suggests that human exposure via this pathway can be adequately described, given the good agreement between measured and predicted air concentrations.

To investigate whether or not the results of this model evaluation exercise were atypical, a literature survey of similar model evaluation exercises at various spatial scales and resolutions was conducted. From this literature survey, it can be concluded that the results of this model evaluation exercise are in general agreement with other studies. For example, the results for polychlorinated dibenzo(dioxins (PCDDs) reported by Berding,7 BaP and HCB reported by Luo and Yang,9 naphthalene and 1,4-dichlorobenzene (1,4-DCB) reported by Jager,21 polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) reported by Prevedouros et al.,25 and benzene and chlorobenzenes reported by MacLeod and Mackay52 are similar to the results for PAHs and HCB in this study, i.e. the model performance was best for predictions in the air compartment (within an order of magnitude) and least reliable in the sediment and soil compartments where substantial under-predictions were noted. Sweetman et al.53 also reported significant deviations between predicted and observed concentrations of PCBs in sediments and soils in the United Kingdom in a dynamic long-term simulation. The results of this model evaluation exercise are also similar to the results of the model evaluation of MSCE-POP,36 a non-steady-state 3D Eulerian fate model with a spatial resolution of 50 × 50 km. Air concentrations generated by this model were often within a factor of two of the observed concentrations for the chemicals considered [e.g. polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins/-furans (PCDD/Fs), PAHs] while predicted soil concentrations underestimated the reported monitoring data by 1–2 orders of magnitude. Given the findings of the model evaluation and literature survey, a discussion of potential sources of model bias is warranted and includes issues external to the model (i.e. the monitoring data).
as well as internal to the model application such as the emission estimates and the steady-state assumption. The results from a preliminary model sensitivity analysis are also discussed.

**Quality and representativeness of monitoring data**

The model evaluation exercise was conducted assuming that the monitoring data were not systematically biased due to analytical error and were also representative of background conditions in each zone. While monitoring data quality cannot be verified, to the best of our knowledge, all monitoring data were collected from locations distant from point sources. However, it is not possible to definitively prove that the observed data are truly representative of conditions in Europe, particularly because sampling density was low in comparison to the spatial scale of the models. In addition, monitoring data were often collected at different locations (and times) within the assigned model zones. Therefore, confidence in the aggregated monitoring data could be improved if concentration ratios (e.g. \( \frac{C_{\text{AIR}}}{C_{\text{WATER}}}, \frac{C_{\text{AIR}}}{C_{\text{SOIL}}} \)) of the median observed concentrations in a series of model zones and measurements collected simultaneously in all environmental matrices (i.e. air, water, soil, sediments) at the same location were shown to be similar. This exercise was not undertaken due to the lack of data from integrated monitoring sites.

The best correspondence between observations and model predictions was found for the air compartment in all cases. This may be related to the comparatively fast rate of mixing which can occur in the atmosphere compared with other less mobile environmental media. For example, measured sediment concentrations within the same square meter were found to vary by a factor of 10–100 \(^5\) and it is unclear whether or not this ‘within site’ variability is captured by the monitoring data used in this exercise. Finally, though the model evaluation was conducted using monitoring data covering a reasonable geographical area, confidence in the results would be increased if more data were readily available at more locations across Europe. As such, there is a need for an expanded network of integrated monitoring sites across Europe as well as a centralized European database where monitoring data could be compiled and made publicly available in standardized formats.

**Inaccuracies in current emission estimates**

Breivik et al. \(^{25}\) recently reviewed atmospheric emission estimates of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) in Europe and noted that two different source inventories of PAHs (Berdowski et al. \(^{31}\) and the EMEP emission database) differed in terms of emission totals for many individual countries in the range of one order of magnitude or greater. Substantial differences in the contribution to emission totals among source category were also noted. However, the authors could not conclusively determine which database was more reliable. Consequently, inaccuracies in the emission totals, assumed mode of entry and spatial distribution of the substances in this model exercise may contribute significantly to the discrepancies between predicted and median observed concentrations.

In terms of the model evaluation exercise, however, since the models constitute linear systems, there is a proportional relationship between emission levels and predicted concentrations. This fact implies that the effect of changing the absolute emission totals on predicted concentrations will be related to the change in the emission totals themselves (given the same spatial distribution), i.e. increasing total emissions by a factor of 5 corresponds to the same increase in predicted concentrations, and the ratio of concentrations between environmental media will not change (given the same mode of entry). As stated earlier, the model simulations assumed that the mode of entry of the emissions was entirely to the air compartment for PAHs and HCB and it is possible that the omission of direct discharges to freshwater is contributing to the discrepancy between predicted and observed median concentrations in both freshwater and sediments. However, emissions from wastewater treatment plants and other sources to freshwater will not exert a significant influence on predicted concentrations in freshwater or sediments as long as they are minor relative to atmospheric sources, which seems to be a reasonable assumption on a continental European scale for both PAHs and HCB. Furthermore, the inclusion of these emissions would not significantly impact predicted soil concentrations due to the large volume and sorptive capacity of soil in the model environment. Therefore, inaccuracies in the mode of entry are unlikely to be a significant source of model bias for this model evaluation. The possibility that inaccuracies in the spatial distribution of the atmospheric emission estimates are contributing to model bias is more difficult to assess since no alternative emission estimates at similar spatial resolution were available.

**Historic versus current emission estimates**

If emission levels for all substances considered in the model evaluation were higher in the past, steady-state simulations using current emission levels can potentially introduce model bias leading to underestimation of contaminant levels in the environment. Any potential bias will be most acute for environmental compartments with limited removal rates via advection (e.g. soil, sediment) unless degradation rates are high. \(^{27}\) Total emission estimates of PAHs at the European level were reportedly 2–4 times higher in 1970 while emissions of HCB were approximately 10 times higher, respectively for the same period in comparison with the current emission estimates used in this study. \(^{56}\) Given the proportional relationship between emission levels and predicted concentrations for steady-state simulations, the maximum bias introduced to non-spatial model predictions is therefore basically the same as the difference in emission levels, i.e. ca. 2–4 for PAHs, and 10 for HCB, respectively, and the ratio between predicted concentrations in the various environmental compartments will not change. Discrepancies between historic and current emission estimates varied across individual countries, implying that the introduced bias can be different in terms of magnitude and direction for the corresponding regions in spatially-explicit models. While a spatially-resolved dynamic (i.e. non-steady-state) model such as MSCE-POP can accommodate regional differences in historic emission estimates, the similar performance of these types of models in the sediment and soil compartments suggests that other factors need to be considered.
Time-averaged environmental parameters

Although some spatial variability in environmental parameters can be accounted for by spatially-resolved fate models, the steady-state versions of the models included in the exercise use time-averaged parameter values, meaning that temporal variability is not explicitly represented. In an evaluative model exercise, Lammel\textsuperscript{57} reported that short-term or seasonal variations in temperature, rainfall and other climatic conditions resulted in a model output that differed from predictions generated using time-averaged values for the POPs and pesticides evaluated. However, the discrepancies between predicted concentrations in bulk compartments of the models (e.g. air, soil) related to the incorporation of temporal variation of environmental parameters exhibited compensatory behaviour (i.e. cancellation of bias) when all environmental parameters considered were varied simultaneously. As a result, the magnitude of the discrepancies between the time-averaged and temporally-resolved models do not appear to be large enough to account for the discrepancies observed in this model evaluation exercise, although this issue requires further investigation.

Enhanced sorption to organic carbon

The influence of black carbon must also be considered, particularly for PAHs. Although it is well established that the presence of black carbon leads to enhanced sorption of planar compounds,\textsuperscript{58,60,61,67} the influence on predicted model concentrations in soils and sediments may be limited for the high-molecular-weight PAHs included in this study. This is because the predicted behaviour of these PAHs is already strongly dominated by sorption to solids (due to the high log $K_{OC}$, the organic carbon–water partition coefficient) and thus the proportional change associated with incorporating enhanced sorption to black carbon may be limited. However, incorporating algorithms to include sorption to black carbon can have a more pronounced effect on estimated dissolved concentrations in the water column and pore-water.\textsuperscript{60} Degradation rates in soils and sediments may therefore be overestimated because the fraction of contaminant available to be degraded (i.e. the dissolved fraction) may also be overestimated, resulting in under-prediction of the total concentration. The effect of enhanced sorption is also important in the context of chemical risk assessment because exposure models typically relate concentrations in biota to the dissolved concentration only.

Preliminary model sensitivity analysis (EVn-BETR)

An additional way to investigate the behaviour of multimedia models is to conduct a model sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. MacLeod \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{65} described the theoretical background and assumptions inherent to an analytical approach for conducting a preliminary assessment of uncertainty in multimedia fate models which includes sensitivity analysis, analysis of propagation of variance and estimation of the contribution of individual input parameter uncertainties to the overall output parameter uncertainty. The approach relies on the assumption that variability in all input parameters under consideration can be described by a log-normal distribution. While this assumption may not strictly be true, it is still reasonable in most cases.\textsuperscript{62} A preliminary model sensitivity analysis was conducted for predicted concentrations of all chemicals using EVn-BETR because this model platform incorporates routines to perform the analysis. The variance in input parameters was represented by a confidence factor (CF), which represents the factor by which 95\% of the parameter values are expected to deviate from the default (median) value ($\mu$). The parameters included in the analysis and the corresponding CFs are presented in the ESI\textsuperscript{1} (Table S3). The interpretation of the results focuses only on model sensitivities since a complete discussion of the results of the analysis is beyond the scope of the current study.

As expected, predicted concentrations in all compartments were highly sensitive to direct emissions. Excluding direct emissions, predicted concentrations of PAHs and HCB in the air compartment were primarily sensitive to parameters related to removal processes such as degradation (half-life), advection, and deposition (rain scavenging efficiency, aerosol deposition rate and rainfall). This result indicates that parameters related to feedback from other compartments (i.e. air–surface exchange) have little impact on predicted concentrations in the air compartment for chemicals emitted primarily to the atmosphere.

Predicted concentrations in the freshwater, sediment and soil compartments for all chemicals were sensitive to parameters related to depositional processes, removal processes and inter-compartmental exchange. In particular, predicted concentrations of PAHs and HCB in all three compartments were highly sensitive to rainfall and rain scavenging efficiency (deposition) and degradation half-life (removal) in the respective compartments and also in the air compartment to a lesser degree. Additionally, predicted concentrations in freshwater and sediment were sensitive to parameters related to soil runoff (i.e. erosion), indicating the potential importance of this pathway in transferring contaminants from terrestrial to aquatic systems. Predicted concentrations of PAHs in soils and sediments were not highly sensitive to the octanol–water partition coefficient (and hence $K_{OC}$), which suggests that incorporating enhanced sorption to black carbon may not dramatically improve model performance in the soil and sediment compartments for these chemicals. However, this particular issue needs to be more comprehensively investigated. To explore the influence of degradation half-lives on the model output in sediments and soils, a series of model simulations was conducted for BaP using EVn-BETR assuming default half-lives in air and freshwater and simultaneously increasing the degradation half-lives in sediments and soils by a factor of 5, 10, 100 and then to a negligible value ($t_{1/2} = 1 \times 10^{11}$ h). These preliminary results suggest that increasing degradation half-lives in sediments by a factor of 10–100 (i.e. $t_{1/2} = 60–600$ years) and in soils by a factor of 100 or greater (i.e. $t_{1/2} = 200 +$ years) is required to yield predicted concentrations in reasonable agreement with median observed values.

Overall, the results of the model sensitivity analysis reaffirm the need for accurate emission estimates as well as the importance of determining realistic degradation half-lives. Realistic descriptions of air–surface exchange processes are also critical, in particular for chemicals that are primarily emitted to the atmosphere. In terms of the model evaluation exercise, given the fact that predicted concentrations in the air
compartment for PAHs and HCB were reasonable whereas the corresponding concentrations in the surface compartments were underestimated, it is possible that depositional processes are less problematic than removal processes (e.g. degradation). A large-scale campaign to measure seasonal deposition fluxes and to compare with model predictions could provide additional insights into this issue. Furthermore, a more comprehensive sensitivity and uncertainty analysis is required to investigate the influence of individual parameters on the various process descriptions included in the models.

Conclusions

The findings of this study suggest that current multimedia fate models underestimate median observed concentrations of PAHs and HCB in sediments and soils by 1–3 orders of magnitude. Substances with similar physico-chemical properties and emission patterns may also be subject to this bias, as indicated by the survey of model evaluation exercises conducted for this study. According to the EU protocols for ecological risk assessment,53 the potential risk to organisms in the environment is assessed by comparing the predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) with the predicted no effect concentration (PNEC). PNECs are typically derived from laboratory toxicity tests through the use of assessment factors (AFs), which can vary from a factor of 10 to 1000. Although the magnitude of the AFs suggests a significant degree of conservatism, the purpose of the AFs is to account for uncertainties related to extrapolation from laboratory toxicity test data, and a limited number of species in the derivation of a threshold concentration protective of the entire biosphere.63,64 Potential bias in the PEC is not explicitly considered by these AFs. Therefore, although the good agreement between predicted and observed concentrations in the air is encouraging, exposure assessments that rely on the output of similar models may still underestimate the potential risk associated with chemicals that enter the biosphere primarily via uptake from sediments and soils (assuming that the bioavailability of the compounds is accurately predicted by the exposure model). While the steady-state assumption may contribute to the observed bias, the fact that similar patterns were reported for non-steady-state models9,36,53 suggests that other factors are more important. This conclusion is highly relevant in the context of chemical risk assessment because the use of non-steady models to perform screening level evaluations for thousands of chemicals would be far more intensive in terms of data requirements, computational effort and costs.

Investigating the apparent discrepancy between monitoring data and model predictions will require a concerted effort as there is a wide range of factors potentially contributing to the apparent discrepancy. The model sensitivity analysis suggests that the methods of characterizing advective losses and exchange processes between the atmosphere and surface compartments may require more detailed consideration and parameterization in multimedia fate models. Further experimental work into degradation rates under realistic environmental conditions is also warranted. Because this investigation focused on chemicals with similar environmental fate profiles (e.g. primarily emitted to the atmosphere; high affinity for organic matter), there is a clear need to conduct similar investigations for substances with different physico-chemical properties and emission patterns (e.g. water-soluble biocides, pesticides) in order to determine if model performance is similar for chemicals exhibiting different modes of entry and chemical fate. To facilitate such efforts, the development of large-scale integrated monitoring campaigns across Europe, including measurements of deposition rates, is essential along with centralized data reporting and dissemination. These activities will support more comprehensive empirical model evaluations and allow further analysis of the implications for chemical risk assessment to be made.
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